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 he Harmony Distillery was founded by passionate husband and wife team, Fanie &       
Marlene Smuts who wanted to create Craft Gins that celebrate indigenous South African 

botanicals. Harmony’s flagship gin, the Honeybush gin, was the first of its kind and was 
created by skillfully marrying the finest honeybush tea leaves with a vapour infused bo-
tanical gin. This led to the creation of the one-of-a-kind Aloe Ferox Gin, the Limited Edition 
Barrel-aged Old Tom Gin and the reasonably priced Ginzansi: Unity Gin.

Harmony came from humble beginnings and was originally thought to be an organic 
Honeybush tea producer. Fanie & Marlene reached for their dream by purchasing a farm 
located in the heart of the Garden Route overlooking the majestic Outeniqua Mountains. 
They soon found many uses for this fynbos shrub and sought to develop a range of 
cosmetics which then ultimately led them to the art of crafting gin. 

The Harmony Distillery had been located on the farm for a long time, but in 2019 it found 
its new home at the Salt & Copper Restaurant at Hart & Bosch Village, Hartenbos. This 
enabled them to expand their product range, distribution and customer interaction. 
Harmony Distillery is constantly evolving and experimenting with new concepts and 
recipes to keep GIN enthusiasts engaged and the craft gin industry guessing. Harmony 
creates highflying hand-crafted products firmly rooted in harmony with nature.



Best served with...

indian tonic water + 
orange slices

H A R M O N Y  H O N e Y b u s H

Appearance
Rich amber hue

Aroma
Fresh, complex floral nose with fynbos honeybush 
notes combined with hints of citrus zest.

Taste
Sweet initial taste adds depth to the silky smooth burst 
of floral and fresh fruit flavours such as peach, orange 
and grapefruit.

Aftertaste
Lingering aftertaste of sweet honey complemented by 
spicy white pepper notes.

Alcohol:                        43%

A-code:                              A1788

Case size:                        6 x 750ml

Package:        Box included

Bottle barcode:             6009900379494

Juniper
Citrus
Spice
Heat
Floral

Less intense More intense
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Sweet initial taste adds depth to the silky smooth burst 
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Lingering aftertaste of sweet honey complemented by 
spicy white pepper notes.
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About this gin...
Harmony Honeybush Gin is made by distilling 10 carefully 
selected botanicals in small batches using a technique 
called vapour infusion. This technique allows the alcohol 
vapours to pass over the botanicals, condensing the 
complex aromas and flavours to form a fresher, more 
delicate tasting gin. A percentage of unaged gin is then 
married over several days, with the finest honeybush tea 
leaves, mixed back together and rested, enriching the 
texture to transform it into a delicate amber-hued gin.

H A R M O N Y  H O N e Y b u s H

Appearance
Rich amber hue

Aroma
Fresh, complex floral nose with fynbos honeybush 
notes combined with hints of citrus zest.

Taste
Sweet initial taste adds depth to the silky smooth burst 
of floral and fresh fruit flavours such as peach, orange 
and grapefruit.

Aftertaste
Lingering aftertaste of sweet honey complemented by 
spicy white pepper notes.

Alcohol:                        43%

A-code:                              A1788

Case size:                        6 x 750ml

Package:        Box included

Bottle barcode:             6009900379494

Juniper
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Spice
Heat
Floral

Less intense More intense

HONEYBUSH
H a r M O n Y



H A R M O N Y  A L O e  F e R O X

Appearance
Clear

Aroma
Juniper burst with pine forest notes and hints of
lemon zest.

Taste
Classic dry, Juniper forward, with warm spicy notes 
and an unexpected sweetness from the Aloe Ferox. 

Aftertaste
Lingering sweet after taste giving way to hints of bitter 
smoothness.

Alcohol:                        43%

A-code:                              A1788

Case size:                        6 x 750ml

Package:        Box included

Bottle barcode:             6009900379487

Juniper
Citrus
Spice
Heat
Floral

Less intense More intense

Appearance
Clear

Aroma
Juniper burst with pine forest notes 
and hints of lemon zest.

Taste
Classic dry, Juniper forward, with warm spicy notes 
and an unexpected sweetness from the Aloe Ferox.

Aftertaste
Lingering sweet after taste giving 
way to hints of bitter smoothness.

About this gin...

ALOE FEROX

Best served with...

indian tonic water + 
cucumber shavings

To create uncompromisingly pure gin, you need the purest 
ingredients. Harmony Aloe Ferox Gin comprises 10 fragrant 
botanicals, starring Africa’s own Aloe Ferox. With its sweet aroma 
and classically dry feel on the palate, this bitterly beautiful gin 
creates a well-rounded and flavourful drinking experience – with 
an African twist. Known for its medicinal purposes, Aloe Ferox 
grows in abundance in the Garden Route Region, ensuring that 
our way of producing honest, premium gin remains intact.

H A R M O N Y  A L O e  F e R O X

Appearance
Clear

Aroma
Juniper burst with pine forest notes and hints of
lemon zest.

Taste
Classic dry, Juniper forward, with warm spicy notes 
and an unexpected sweetness from the Aloe Ferox. 

Aftertaste
Lingering sweet after taste giving way to hints of bitter 
smoothness.

Alcohol:                        43%

A-code:                              A1788

Case size:                        6 x 750ml

Package:        Box included

Bottle barcode:             6009900379487
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H a r M O n Y



Appearance
A rich and dark golden maple hue

Aroma
Wood enveloped Juniper with notes of 
oaked bourbon, Christmas spice. Best 
described as a sweet botanical whiskey

Taste
Sweet spice with notes of caramel, 
oak , nuts and maple syrup

Aftertaste
Lovely remnants of smokey oak, 
light citrus and pine

Juniper

Wood

Citrus

Sweet Spice

Heat

Floral
Less intense More intense

Alcohol:

A-code:

Case size:

Package:

Bottle barcode:

43 %

A1788

6x 750ml

Box included

6009900379470

OLD TOM BARREL-AGED GIN

Best served with...

ginger ale + 
lemon peel or neat

L I M I T e d  e d I T I O n

About this gin...
Considered the missing link between London Dry & Genever. 
In 18th Century London, this sweeter than usual gin was 
once illegally brewed and sold in shots through a lead pipe 
that came out of a sculpture of a cat, affixed to a window. 
According to legend, this cat sculpture was named Old 
Tom. Harmony’s Barrel-Aged Old Tom Gin is a limited-
edition tribute to this sweeter, historic gin - distilled in 
the heart of Hartenbos in the Garden Route. 



Appearance
Clear

Aroma
Juniper forward with notes of fresh fruit 
followed by citrus and nutty undertones.

Taste
Classic juniper taste with hints of 
floral & fruity middle tones.

Aftertaste
Hints of smooth macadamia and 
woody sultanas with pepper notes.

Juniper

Citrus

Sweet Spice

Heat

Floral
Less intense More intense

Alcohol:

A-code:

Case size:

Package:

Bottle barcode:

43 %

A1788

6x 750ml

Bottle

6009900379401

UNITY

Best served with...
Any tonic & garnish of your choice.
Perfect cocktail and pouring gin.

G I n Z a n s I

About this gin...
Our new Ginzansi series, first of which is the ‘UNITY 
GIN’, crafted from the heart and inspired by our 
beautiful Mzansi and its people. We aimed to create 
an all-inclusive GIN from hand-selected botanicals 
representing our nine provinces. We then carefully 
vapour infused our harvested plants and created a 
premium handcrafted GIN at an affordable price.
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